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Implementation of the SST and Solvency II was 
a multi-year journey
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• Zurich has began its Solvency II implementation in 2009 and went life in 
2016

• Collaborative efforts between European subsidiaries and Corporate Center 
in Switzerland defined the success factor

• Zurich has established governance, processes and control framework on 
local and central levels

• Zurich has developed the required IT system for modelling and reporting

• Responsibility for Solvency II compliance reside with Legal Entities’ 
management and the board
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Internal Model has evolved from “R&D” to well 
controlled and governed process
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from … to

Understanding risk profile

Mathematical modelling

Risk parameterization

Internal use only

Governance to assure robust processes:
• Methodology changes
• Model production
• IT implementation

Control framework to assure:
• Data quality
• Reporting accuracy

Model approval process requires:
• Excessive model documentation
• Justification of assumptions, expert 

judgment, model simplifications
• Model validation & Stress testing

Management awareness and use of results
• Up to Board of Directors level
• Use Test for Internal Models
• Public disclosure

Heavy data collection in Solvency II
R&D = research and development
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Zurich established solid Governance across all 
elements of Solvency requirements
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Solvency reporting is a complex process across 
the Group
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Z-ECM reporting: 
internal use & 

public disclosure

Group SST 
regulatory filing

Solvency II 
regulatory filing

Business Units provision data to 
Global systems

Group Risk 
Modelers produce 
required capital  

Group Risk Mngmt
reports Z-ECM/SST

Legal Entities report SII

Risk 
parameterization 
and calibration

Capital Modeling 
Engine 

Accounting and 
planning 

Actuarial

Underwriting

Investment 

Risk

Balance Sheet 
& P&L

Investment 
assets

Risk data

Underwriting 
data

Actuarial data

Economic Parameters

-illustrative-

Market Consistent 
Balance Sheet
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Zurich has well established Model change process
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Change 
request

Independent 
validation

Prioritization 
& planning

Internal
approval

Production

Regulatory 
approval

Z-ECM

SST / SII

Model methodology development

Model Owner’s validation

IT implementation in Test environment 

model documentation

impact assessment, business implications

implementation of data collection

mathematical solution

stress testing, limitations, expert judgment

implementation of production process

testing

challenge

opinion

report

Approval Authority

SST / SII

Solvency 
reporting

benchmarking
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FINMA was the first mover to the risk-based 
supervision
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source: www.finma.ch
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Zurich has on-going dialog with FINMA
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FINMA uses the following tools in its 
insurance supervisory activities across 
all branches of the insurance sector:

source: www.finma.ch

FINMA hosts supervisory college for companies 
under its supervision annually. For Zurich, this is a 
management board level meeting and a platform 
for a regulatory dialog.

FINMA collects extensive financial and solvency 
reporting data on annual basis. Groups 
(including Zurich) and conglomerates supply 
additional reporting semi-annually.

FINMA practices on-site reviews to assess 
compliance with Governance, Internal Control 
System, SST methodology reviews, etc.

SST requirement conclude early warning 
reporting requirement for special events which 
could drop a company’s SST ratio by more than 
20%. 

Zurich has an on-going dialog 
with FINMA via monthly calls & 
communications. 

During SST IMAP the regulator 
was involved early in the 
discussion of the model 
development.
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Life insurers move away from guaranteed products to Unit-Linked, Hybrid and Protection 
business.

P&C businesses appear to be less effected.

Solvency has profound impact on the insurance 
product proposition
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Economic valuation of Life insurance liabilities, in particular of traditional 
guaranteed product, results in heavy capital requirements for the business.

Life insurers transfer their guaranteed traditional 
policy business to 3rd parties.

source: www.axa.comsource: www.generali.com
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Solvency II reporting
Quantitative Reporting Templates (quarterly & 
annually)
Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (annually)
Solvency and Financial Condition Reports (public, 
annually)
National specific templates (quarterly)
Internal Model reporting (varies by country)

Swiss Solvency Test reporting (annual)
SST narrative report 
Predefined templates
Financial Condition Report (public)
Own Risk and Solvency Assessment

Every Legal Entity subject to the regulation has to 
comply with these requirements.

Solvency regulatory reporting requirements are 
excessive
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www.zurich.com
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Thank you
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Disclaimer
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This presentation has been prepared by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd and the opinions expressed therein are those of 
Zurich Insurance Group Ltd as of the date of writing and are subject to change without notice.

This presentation has been produced solely for informational purposes. All information contained in this 
presentation have been compiled and obtained from sources believed to be reliable and credible but no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd or any of its subsidiaries (the 
‘Group’) as to their accuracy or completeness. 

This presentation is not intended to be legal, underwriting, financial, investment or any other type of professional 
advice. The Group disclaims any and all liability whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance upon this 
publication. Certain statements in this publication are forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, 
statements that are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans, developments or objectives. Undue 
reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties and can be affected by numerous unforeseeable factors.

The subject matter of this presentation is also not tied to any specific insurance product nor will it ensure coverage 
under any insurance policy.

This presentation may not be distributed or reproduced either in whole, or in part, without prior written permission 
of Zurich Insurance Group Ltd, Mythenquai 2, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Neither Zurich Insurance Group Ltd nor 
any of its subsidiaries accept liability for any loss arising from the use or distribution of this presentation. This 
presentation does not constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction.
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